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T
his article is the major portion ( of  pages) of an English
translation from the Swedish original. The parts dealing
with the ancient church and the Middle Ages have been

omitted and only the part on Luther has been retained. The
Swedish original has been published as a brochure by Arbetsgemen-
skapn Kyrkligt Forum, Helsingfors ,  pages (a Swedish-speak-
ing conservative group within the State Church of Finland). The
English translation has been circulated in Finland for those who
cannot read Swedish.

The Reverend Doctor Mikka Ruokanen’s work which is
reviewed below has been printed in English. A shortened Finnish
translation has been distributed by the central church authorities
within the Church of Finland to all the pastors in Finland, which
shows the importance attributed to the book. A shortened English
version of the book has been published in Thesaurus Lutheri, Ver-
öffentlichungen der Finnischen Theologischen Literaturgesellschaft,
, Helsingfors , pp. -. According to a footnote in that
volume (p. ), the same summary appeared in Modern Theology
in October . The international circulation of Dr. Ruokanen’s
work makes further publication of this review necessary.

Having finished the Middle Ages, the author turns to his real
subject, Luther’s doctrine of inspiration. He has here taken pains to
make use of the sources. His list of sources embraces four pages,
which give account of different works by Luther in the Weimar
edition. There are, however, already at this point, serious objec-
tions to raise. The short preface of the book gives reason for suspi-
cions that later seem to be confirmed. Ruokanen here thanks a per-
son “who generously provided information from the Luther
archives of the University of Tübingen” (p. ). The author has pro-
cured information from a computer-generated concordance
which has been put together in Tübingen from the Weimar edi-
tion. It is from this source that Ruokanen fetches material like:
“The theological concept ‘inspiration’ (and its derivatives) occurs

 times in the writings of Luther” (p. ). Not the learned labor of
the author but a machine affords this insight. It is true that it seems
permissible and even laudable that the achievements of technology
profit also the arts, but the result is devastating. First of all it must
be pointed out that the archivist in Tübingen in no way has got
hold of the “concept” of inspiration. She has found the word
“inspiration.” The danger involved in this is revealed on pages -
, where we face Ruokanen’s description of “inspiration in cre-
ation,” “inspiration in salvation,” and where it is shown that
Luther—as many other Latin writing theologians—uses the word
inspirare for God’s infusion of the breath of life into Adam, for
God’s outpouring of the Spirit in the renewal of man, etc. We are
even shown the occurrence of “satanic inspiration” (p. ), when,
as the reader easily understands, the devil inspires to something
evil. All this, of course, is of no interest at all in a book about the
inspiration of Scripture, and is a consequence of the author’s being
bound to the concordance of words in Tübingen. The loss may
seem limited to a waste of time and printer’s ink, but unfortunate-
ly, it is far worse than that. For, and this is the second point, the
author commits the considerably worse mistake of disregarding
the fact that a concept can be expressed through many words, and
that one single word which has a connection with the concept does
not necessarily give an exhaustive account of the occurrence of a
certain idea within an author. Hence, a false security arises in a
scholar who makes use of such a method, and this reviewer is of
the opinion that Ruokanen’s treatment of Luther has suffered bad-
ly through this procedure. It is not true, as Ruokanen says that
“The sources of the present study consist of all the written works of
Luther, published in the critical edition of Weimar” (p. ). What
he should have said but does not say is that the machine, the pris-
oner of which he has become, provides only the occurrences of a
certain word in all the works in question. This is certainly quite
correct, but it does not mean that the author has a survey of all the
works of Luther. No one demands this of the author, and neither is
it necessary to embrace such an encyclopedic method of investiga-
tion. But to believe that one has attained it is utterly hazardous.

Accordingly, this reviewer does not intend to scrutinize
Ruokanen’s references to divine and satanic inspirations in cre-
ation and salvation, which extend over no fewer than seven pages.
Yet he will not leave without pointing out that Ruokanen has illus-
trated his account of Luther on this point with an unambiguously
pre-Reformation quotation from “Dictata super psalterium” (p. )
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of -, where the audible gospel is called an impossible law,
which in itself lacks the Spirit who must be added through a direct
interference by God, all according to Augustine’s scheme of
thought. As a representation of “Luther’s soteriology” the quota-
tion is not very well chosen.

On the other hand, there are reasons to look more closely into
the section that does treat Luther and the inspiration of Scripture.
Ruokanen begins (p.  f.) by connecting to a distinction by Luther
between mental word (verbum mentale), spoken word verbum
vocale) and written word (verbum scriptum) of . This division is
in itself pre-Reformation, as it is based on the thought that the
naked, written or spoken word does not give anything before the
Spirit comes. In this connection this is of less importance, as
Luther here only speaks about mediation of the Spirit in the sense
of mediation of salvation and not as inspiration of Scripture. To
this, however, Ruokanen connects the statement that only the
direct meeting of the apostles and the prophets with God was
inspired, and that Luther would have excluded the subsequent
writing down of Scripture from inspiration: “Luther calls only this
mode of direct prophetic inspiration ‘divine inspiration and revela-
tion.’ He never applies the concept of inspiration when speaking of
the vocal or scriptural modes of the word, ministered by the ‘wise’
and the ‘scribes’”(p. ). According to the author this means that in
Luther’s theology, revelation (God’s speaking to the prophet) and
inspiration coincide.

For these theses the text invoked gives no support, as it sim-
ply does not deal with the problem under discussion. Ruokanen
states nevertheless that “These line[s] of interpretation remained
consistently unchanged in the later writings of Luther” (p. , note
), but exactly in this later material he happens to include formu-
lations by Luther, where the office of the prophet also contains the
writing down of Scripture: “Those are prophets who preach
through the mere inspiration by the Holy Spirit . . . they are wise
and could make others wise, make and expose Scripture” (WA
::, ,  ff., italics here, cf. Bucer’s translation: “scripturas com-
ponere et enarrare,” from WA’s notes). Ruokanen seems to have
interpreted those words as if the prophets could make others wise
in order to write down Scripture. The latter interpretation is the
only possible one, as they, who have been made wise by the
prophets, are expressly said to have their wisdom through Scrip-
ture. Those wise men are the second group and teach orally. The
third group, the scribes, teach through books “as the apostles have
been, earlier the evangelists,” which is a parallel to the writing
down by the first group, not a transference of the authors of Scrip-
ture to the scribes, the third group, which according to Luther
expressly is said to fetch its scriptural learning through the two
previous groups which “have learned from the wise men and from
Scripture.” The books of the scribes are thus not to be confused
with Scripture.

For further support of his thesis, Ruokanen refers to WA ,
, ff., but this passage happens to contain exactly the words:
“Thus also Isaiah and David and others were prophets, who have
written” (emphasis ours) and “scribes who have learned from the
apostles’ books.” The prophet is thus a writing prophet, and the
scribes are expositors of Scripture. Ruokanen’s exclusion of the
written word from the inspired prophetic word, which would only
mean the thought, mental word in the moment of the divine reve-

lation, lacks support in the texts. The problem will be dealt with
further in a later passage.

The threefold division of the Word described above is fol-
lowed by “the three modes of prophetic inspiration.” For Luther
has, in dealing with Numbers :-, divided prophetic inspiration
into visions, dreams and direct meetings with God, the latter being
“prophetia per se” (p. ). It should by way of introduction be inter-
posed that this connection of Luther’s to the classification of the
biblical text itself cannot reasonably be anything especially charac-
teristic of him. We find, for example, the same division with
Thomas Aquinas (ST II:II, q. , a.  and , QDV, q. , co.). When
Ruokanen is to describe the third way more closely, he says that it
is a “direct, ecstatic encounter between God and a prophetic per-
son.” The relationship is described utterly elaborately, and it is said:
“This is the theologia perfectissima” (p. ).

It is apparent that Ruokanen treats a theme that is central to
him, nay, the central theme. This ecstatic phenomenon is
explained over no fewer than  pages, and to illuminate it the
machine in Tübingen has also been consulted: “ecstasy [occurs] 

times in Luther’s works” (p. ). The description is crowned by the
concluding formulation: “In this case, ecstatic faith and special rev-
elatory inspiration belong together. In the case of other believers,
ecstatic faith and salvific inspiration belong together” (p. ).

Ruokanen’s account is based on a misunderstanding. He has
transferred the “ecstatic” features, which according to Luther
belong to the inferior, visionary kind, to the direct meeting with
God, the third way of inspiration. Ruokanen has not observed how
the revelations to Abraham, which are decisive for his text, are of
different kinds. It is said, for example in the exposition of Genesis
:: “. . . occasionally through an ecstatic vision, when man thinks
that he has been taken outside of himself, as when God brought
Abraham forth to number the stars, as reported above. In this case,
however, God appeared in his own person with Abraham, not
through a man or an angel” (WA . .  ff., emphasis ours).
This direct, non-visionary, non-ecstatic form of meeting God,
where God speaks in a visible shape, occurs also in Genesis . In
Genesis , on the other hand, the revelation occurs “in a vision,” to
which is added an explanation which stresses the inferior position
of visions and dreams compared to the “the third degree of revela-
tion,” the sublimity of which is emphasized. Here God speaks face
to face with a man (WA , ). These lines are reprinted by
Ruokanen, who unfortunately after this quotation with a few
explanations, in this case misleading, passes over to quoting what is
said about visions (p. ).

How little ecstasy is involved in the third-highest form of reve-
lation is made clear by the fact that Luther equates this Old Testa-
ment form—where God under some visible, terrestrial shape,
speaks and deals with his servant—with the New Testament form
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of revelation, where God meets under the shape of the means of
grace: “Nor do we lack this gift. Even if God does not appear to us
in a special form, as to Abraham, yet it is a common appearance,
and a very friendly and familiar one, when he offers himself to us in
the word, in the use of the keys, in Baptism, in the Lord’s Supper”
(WA , , ff.). “Thus we should be able to be as proud as the
patriarch Abraham. If he had seen God’s love of mankind, how he
speaks and talks with us every day through the ministry in Baptism
and in the Lord’s Supper, he would have admired that unto death
and he would have rejoiced at it” (WA, , , ). With regard to
the continuously repeated character of the New Testament revela-
tion in the different pastoral acts of the ecclesiastical ministry, one
could think that “Abraham, if he was compared with us, who live
in the new covenant, if the matter is considered rightly, is inferior
to us” (WA , , ff.). The parallel that Luther here draws
between Abraham’s and today’s Christian’s meeting with God is
the opposite of the theses about the ecstatic revelation as a model
for the ecstatic faith put forward so very emphatically by Ruoka-
nen. 

It is indeed the normal meeting with God in his earthly shape
that is emphasized by Luther, and this expressly in opposition to
the monastic legends about Benedict’s and Bernhard’s ecstatic
experiences. In this connection it can be pointed out that the nor-
mal, non-visionary, non-ecstatic art of the third-highest meeting
with God, as described by Luther, distinguishes Luther’s descrip-
tion of these things from, for example, Thomas Aquinas, who per-
ceives Moses’ meeting with God as quite an extra-normal act, “visio
imaginaria” (ST ii:ii, q. , art. ). Thus there is a difference which
deserves to be emphasized, but instead Ruokanen depicts Luther as
the special representative of ecstasy.

Ruokanen’s account is thus misleading in a fundamental way.
To what has already been said above it should be added that
vision’s “ecstatic” character with Luther gets a less satisfactory
description by Ruokanen. The picture he gives creates the impres-
sion that Luther in his doctrine about the visionary forms of
prophetic inspiration renews the Montanistic idea about prophetic
ecstasy, i.e. that the prophet is out of his mind at the delivery of
prophecy. Ruokanen writes: “Ecstasy is a natural, generally human
phenomenon which may be used or abused in regard to the recep-
tion of divine revelation. Positive ecstasy is an experience of being
enraptured from natural self-consciousness to a state of peaceful
rest. After ecstasy, a person feels as though he has been somewhere
but he does not know where” (p. ). The author speaks about
waking up from ecstasy: “He was waked up from his ecstasy” (p.
). Although ecstasy in itself is “rest and peace,” it is preceded by
“strong emotional experiences.” In its highest form it is “a silent
contemplation of God’s majesty in wordless amazement” (p. ).
Nay, “Luther compares ecstasy with death” (p. , note ).

What has been quoted above from Ruokanen’s pen about
Luther’s idea of ecstasy ought to be examined in the light of the fol-
lowing texts from Luther. When Abraham in Genesis  receives
the lower degree of revelation, thus a vision, which is covered by
Luther’s expression “ecstasy,” it is emphasized that a revelation like
that one to Abraham is communicated “not as in sleep but to those
who are awake.” “For he came out and was commanded to look
toward heaven and count the stars. This spiritual vision was no
imagination but occurred at open and waking eyes” (WA , ,

 ff. Cf the German translation in St L , : “Darum war die
geistige Erscheinung keine schwärmerische Einbildung, sondern
geschah bei offenen und wachenden Augen”). To Luther it is essen-
tial that the “ecstatic” has kept his bodily and mental powers, in
contrast to fanatical experiences. Abraham is in full control of his
abilities, although it is said: “Abraham was totally enraptured out
of himself in this vision.” That latter statement implies that
through the overwhelming, extraordinary character of the experi-
ence, it happens as in the case of St. Peter’s being liberated from
prison, that the event is, naturally enough, experienced as unreal,
in which sense the affected person is “outside of himself” and not
until he is “coming to himself” (WA , , , cf. Acts :), is he
able to state that what has happened has indeed taken place in the
material world. What has been described above as being put “out
of himself,” respectively coming “to himself” does not correspond
to the ecstatic’s leaving his senses and consciousness respectively
returning to them. Quite alien to Luther is the idea of associating to
“a natural, generally human phenomenon,” as if the revelation to
Abraham could be classified according to a pattern from the psy-
chology of religion.

Nor has Luther intended to equate ecstasy, in the ordinary
sense of the word, with death, which would have brought Luther
from Montanism to shamanism. Luther does not speak about the
different degrees of inspiration but treats the believing soul’s rest in
God after death (WA , , ff., Ruokanen, p. , note ). Igno-
rance about what is happening during the sleep of blessedness is
compared with the rapture that at one occasion made Augustine
and his mother ignorant about where they had been. To support
the sentence “Luther compares ecstasy with death” by referring to
this text and applying it to inspiration is not quite correct.

Moreover Ruokanen does not even touch on the development
through which Luther passes in his relation to mysticism, first
appreciation and then rejection. In regard to mysticism Ruokanen
mixes the pre-Reformation formulations of Luther in the first lec-
ture on the Psalms from , his first work, with material from the
lecture on Genesis, which could be called Luther’s last work. Such a
mixture is absurd. Ruokanen leaves out the Genesis lecture’s con-
demnations of the medieval, mystic or ecstatic experience, which
can be found there, for example, in Genesis :-: “And further
there is a book, the revelations of Saint Bridget, which contains the
conversations of Christ with the souls. But these are mere satanic
illusions, by which I was almost captured myself when I was still a
monk . . .” (WA , ,  ff.). Nor do we hear anything about the
rejection of mysticism by the Galatians commentary: “And yet,
these very spiritual things, as reason thinks, are according to St.
Paul the work of the flesh” (WA :, , ). Ruokanen’s silence
on this point gives an unhistorical and one-sided picture of Luther,
whereby the author provides support for his idea, untenable also
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for other reasons, about the ecstatic inspiration as a parallel and
model for faith (p. ).

The inspiration that Ruokanen wants to attribute to Luther
shows up other peculiarities as well. Ruokanen writes: “Luther nev-
er calls law inspired. The law has to do with the outer man. Fur-
thermore, the law is known to all people on the basis of the cre-
ation as the natural law, which has also been expressed in an inten-
sified form, for instance in the decalogue given indirectly ‘through
angels.’ As the law is already known, there is no need to call the
mediation of any commandments revelation” (Ruokanen, p. ).
The law is thus not given by God, but prophets and apostles
“learned the content of the law as a normal part of their culture”
(p. ). Ruokanen thus makes the doctrine of inspiration a part of a
clearly Antinomian pattern of thought. A refutation of this view
can start in the most unsophisticated way by Luther’s words in the
Smalcald Articles: “This hereditary sin is so deep a corruption of
nature that reason cannot understand it. It must be believed
because of the revelation in the Scriptures . . .” (SA III, , , Tappert,
p. ). Far from understanding the law and thereby the serious-
ness of sin, man is blind to these things and needs the words of
Scripture. The interpretation given by Ruokanen is refuted by
Luther in the following way in his theses (:) against the Antino-
mians: “But also this is false that law would accuse sin without the
Holy Spirit for the law is written by the finger of God” (WA :,
, f.). The law is thus a work by the Holy Spirit and this
through the writing by God’s finger on Mount Sinai. More clearly
the law’s supernatural, Spirit-filled work cannot be described, a
work that is based on the law’s equally supernatural and Spirit-
filled origin. Luther contrasts this true doctrine of the law as the gift
and work of the Holy Spirit to the false doctrine of the Antinomi-
ans, which they have formulated thus: “The law is not worthy to be
called the Word of God” (“lex non est digna, ut vocetur verbum Dei”
WA :, , ). This is exactly Ruokanen’s sentence: “Luther
never calls the law inspired.”

The spirit-filled work of the law is exclusively intra-biblical.
When Luther speaks of the natural law, he points out that it is “so
very much obscured” (WA  , ), and in need of the revealed
law as a completion, “as the law is made known to him.” This
revealed, severe law with its threats is unknown among the peoples:
“Such threats he has not let be proclaimed to the heathen, but only
to the Jews, as Psalm  says: ‘He sheweth his word unto Jacob, his
statutes and his judgments unto Israel. He hath not dealt so with
any nation: and as for his judgments, they have not known them’”
(WA , , ff.). Further examples of Luther expressly speaking
about the law as given by the Spirit will follow. Yet it can already be
said that Ruokanen’s picture of Luther’s view on the law and its
inspiration by the Spirit is completely contrary to reality and rather
reproduces the thoughts of Luther’s adversaries, rejected by him.

Ruokanen adduces as support a number of Luther quotations,
the meaning of which he does not, however, understand. A quota-
tion from WA , , f. (Ruokanen, p. ) says that “das Gesetze
haben sie gehört, aber diese Wahrheit des Euangelij haben sie aus der
Offenbarung des heiligen Geistes,” or “They have heard the law, but
this truth of the gospel they have from the revelation of the Holy
Spirit.” This passage does not speak about any contrast between
the law as present in nature and the gospel as revealed according to
Ruokanen’s pattern. It simply says that the Old Testament

prophets certainly heard the law of Moses from the high priests but
in addition to that they have received the gospel from the Spirit.
What Ruokanen in his quotation leaves out is significant: The reve-
lation of the Spirit occurs according to Luther’s words to “those
who have written” (WA , , f., cf. above).

Ruokanen’s inability to grasp the contents of the pre-Refor-
mation sayings, to which this reviewer has already pointed, makes
him dwell on formulations like “spiritus est verbum bonum, quia
verbum gratie” (p. ) to prove that to Luther only the gospel
would be inspired by the Spirit. Ruokanen is ignorant about the
medieval pattern of salvation, according to which, without the
slightest connection to the inspiration of Scripture, the Old Testa-
ment law is said to be powerless and remains an outward regula-
tion until it is filled by the Spirit through the New Testament law,
which brings salvation. This is a testimony from a time when
Luther could not yet distinguish between law and gospel, and
about which he later speaks with regret.

It has already been made evident that one of Ruokanen’s fun-
damental ideas is that “Luther never says that the Scriptures are
inspired” (p. ). As support, he quotes Luther as saying that God
has not revealed “grammatical vocabula” (“grammatical words”)
but “subsistentes res” (“substantial realities”). Once more Ruoka-
nen has overlooked the context. Luther here does not set against
each other the letters of Scripture and its content, but treats the dif-
ference between human words and the Creator’s powerful words:
“We talk but only according to the grammar, i.e., we give names to
those things that have already been created. But God’s grammar is
different namely when he speaks: ‘Sun, shine!’ Then the sun is
immediately there, shining. So God’s words are real things, no
mere designations” (WA , , ff.).

Equally lacking in support, Ruokanen cites other material
from Luther to prove his thesis that inspiration does not aim at
Scripture but merely at “the ecstatic mode of prophetic inspiration
and . . . the christological content of the inspired message received”
(p. ), by which it is expressly maintained that according to
Luther Scripture contains errors concerning “times, places and
other historical details.” As support for this statement, Ruokanen
makes use of a number of quotations, all of which are misunder-
stood, although, in the course of Luther research, they have been
often discussed, apparently to little avail.

Ruokanen first adduces a well-known passage from WA :,
, ff., where it is said about the prophets that they “often erred.”
For the correct understanding of those words it is important to see
the passage in its context and in the light of other similar passages.
The text speaks about the threefold activity of the prophets: )
prophecy about Christ; ) exposition of Scripture; ) prophecy
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about temporal things, at which they “also often erred.” This view
about the facticity of the prophets ought to be compared with what
Luther writes in WA , , ff., where it is said that one ought to
inquire into Scripture, during which inquiry one ought with a pen-
cil put down what is inspired into one’s mind during these studies,
in order that one’s thoughts are preserved for the future. In this
way the prophets too have studied Moses, and the later prophets
the earlier ones, and they have during their studies put down their
thoughts, inspired by the Holy Spirit into a book. Doing so, those
faithful inquirers into Scripture have sometimes brought along also
“Heu, Stroh, und Holz” (“hay, straw and wood”) and not only
noble material. That book, which does contain also errors, is,
according to Luther’s argumentation of the same kind as other
human commentaries and is not to be equated with the right,
canonical writings. This is even less to be assumed because accord-
ing to Luther’s description the later prophets write their commen-
taries on the earlier prophets, who then must be the infallible foun-
dation of the commentaries. The inspiration, which is said to be
imparted to the prophets writing their commentaries, is not said to
differ in any way from that spiritual inspiration that Luther expects
to be present also among the Bible readers of his own time.

The above mentioned, so called “Heu, Stroh, und Holz” quo-
tation has been much debated and has by some been interpreted to
mean that Scripture would contain the errors mentioned. Appar-
ently this is not a correct exposition of Luther’s meaning, which is
based on the idea that the prophets do not always exercise their
prophetic, inspired ministry but in addition to that have served in
the same way as the ordinary faithful with an inspiration by the
Spirit on that level. One can here also point to the classical saying,
also used by Luther: “Spiritus sanctus non semper tangit corda
prophetarum” (“The Holy Spirit does not always touch the hearts
of the prophets”), commented on by Luther thus: “Illuminationes
propheticae non sunt continuae et perpetuae,” “The prophetic illu-
minations do not occur continuously and perpetually” (WA ,
, ff., also quoted by Ruokanen, p. , note ). With this view
of the work of the prophets as a background, Luther’s words “offt
auch feyleten” quoted by Ruokanen do not need to be given any
other meaning than the above mentioned “Heu, Stroh, und Holz”
quotation. Seen in connection with Luther’s subsequent mainte-
nance of the plenary inspiration of Scripture (that in the following
will be more completely elucidated), no other interpretation is pos-
sible.

As a further support Ruokanen invokes WA ::, , f.,
where, however, the reader who has the Weimar edition available,
can read what the author does not reproduce: “Sso ist droben gesagt,
wie die heyligen viel mal yrren und ergerlich sind ynn menschlichen
leren und werken,” “It has been said above, how the saints many a
time err and are offensive in their human teachings and works.” By
these words Luther aims at the magi, with whom this sermon
deals, and who in different ways have been taken in. There is in the
text not the slightest hint that Luther by the expression “die heyli-
gen” should have aimed at the authors of Scripture. On the con-
trary, Luther exactly in this passage points away from the unreli-
able behavior of the saints to the pure and clear Scripture. Ruoka-
nen’s reference to this passage as support for his assertion about
the fallibility of Scripture in Luther’s works must be characterized
as untenable.

Also untenable is the position he takes on the theses of the dis-
putatio of September ,  (WA :, , f.). Ruokanen here aims
at the passage, thesis , where the apostles are said not to be able to
“err in faith,” whereby he apparently understands that the formu-
lation would make it necessary that errors in non-central questions
of faith are conceded. There is no support whatsoever for this
assumption. On the contrary it can be read a few lines before, in
thesis , that the apostles through the Spirit “have spoken all that
we have in Scripture,” respectively, in thesis , that the apostles are
“infallible teachers.” The theses thus speak about all that is in Scrip-
ture as inspired by the Holy Spirit and attribute infallibility to the
apostles per se. Here it should be pointed out that exactly that for-
mulation:—“[apostles who] have been sent to us as infallible
teachers by God’s firm decision” (WA , , , f.)—erects a differ-
ence between prophets and apostles, of which Ruokanen is in no
way aware, viz., that while the prophet depends on the special
inspiration of the Spirit which does not always touch his heart, the
apostle is, as sent by God, once and for all endowed with infallibili-
ty. One ought to compare with this the theses at the disputation of
October , , thesis : “The apostle has, not only generally but
also individually, a firm promise of the Holy Spirit” (WA :, ,
ff.). In the defense of these theses it is made clear that the oppo-
site of the infallibility of the apostles “in fide” is not fallibility in
peripheral questions: “Peter did not sin by teaching but by
hypocrisy. To fall in life is something else than to err in faith.” As a
contrast to “fides” stands “vita,” life, where apostles too can err
(WA :, , ff.).

Further on, Ruokanen states that Luther “recognized a histor-
ical mistake in Acts ” with reference to WA , , ff. (p. , note
). If one verifies the reference (Ruokanen’s text as a rule only
contains information about the place of the support in the Weimar
edition) one finds that according to Luther the biblical text here is
“corrupted by some [pretendly] wise men.” The original biblical
text is thus a priori presupposed to possess infallibility: The error
must be with some incompetent copyist. The reader must once
more conclude that Ruokanen is not a trustworthy guide into the
contents of the Weimar edition.

The same is also true about a reference to WA , , f. (p.
, note ). Once more Luther speaks about the mistakes of the
fathers, against which he puts the clear and certain testimony of
Scripture. Nothing in the text gives reason for uncertainty or
obscurity concerning the content, which is evident to any reader.
Yet Ruokanen invokes it.

Ruokanen then passes over to the well-known words of the
Galatians commentary about “one single point in the doctrine
being more than heaven and earth,” which, according to Ruoka-
nen, seems to imply that “Luther emphasizes the dominance of the
concept of doctrina pura over the concept of scriptura: the divinely
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inspired doctrine is much greater and more certain than the letters
of the Scriptures can ever express.” In this case, Ruokanen repro-
duces the text on which he relies (WA :, ,  ff., Ruokanen p.
), and every reader who masters the Latin language is able to find
out that not one single word supports Ruokanen’s interpretation.
“More than heaven and earth” certainly does not mean “more
than Scripture,” for the quotation ends with an assurance that the
doctrine is founded on Scripture: “We have all the articles of faith
firmly founded in Scripture.” Ruokanen’s interpretation is once
more not only erroneous but also a distortion of the text to its
opposite.

As noted above, Ruokanen urges the thesis that inspiration
only covers the very moment of revelation and does not extend to
the writing down of the text. That written down, revealed word,
which thus lacks the inspiration of the Spirit, is designated as the
“word of God” in Luther’s works, according to Ruokanen’s con-
cession (“which Luther calls ‘the word of God,’” p. ). The desig-
nation is thus improper. To support this argumentation the lecture
on Genesis is invoked, as namely here Abraham is called out of Ur
of the Chaldees through the word of God from the patriarch Shem,
who has been divinely inspired for the task to convey the word. It is
quite evident that to Luther the decisive point of the tale is the full
identity of the word of God to Shem and the word of God to Abra-
ham: “Whatever men speak out of the Spirit, that God speaks him-
self, as Christ says: ‘He that heareth you heareth me’” (WA , ,
ff.). This identity which Luther emphasized as all-important is
changed by Ruokanen to a denial of the identity. Behind this pro-
cedure, repeated in a following quotation about Adam’s word to
Cain (WA , , ff., Ruokanen, p. , note ), there is the inde-
fensible fixation on the very word inspirare which is articulated
only about God’s speaking to the first person in the row. 

Ruokanen’s deficient knowledge about the Luther material
and the clumsiness of his method become especially evident in
this connection, as the Genesis lecture overflows with descriptions
that emphasize the Holy Spirit as the origin of every particular
word and expression in Scripture. As examples of this fact, the
reader should consider the following quotations, which, of course,
are not to be found in Ruokanen, since they lack the word “inspi-
rare.” “But in the following, the Holy Spirit will dilate and more
elaborately develop everything” (WA , , f.). “For the Holy
Spirit is not in vain verbose” (WA , , f.). “But the Holy
Spirit has a more chaste mouth and eyes than the pope. Hence he
is not afraid of mentioning the matrimonial cohabitation between
the husband and the wife. . . . Nor does the Holy Spirit so speak
only in one place; the entire Scripture is full of such tales” (WA ,
,  ff.). “Here we hear the Holy Spirit talk about these things,
and his mouth is chaste” (WA , , f.). “It is not enough for
the Holy Spirit to say: ‘Adam knew Eve,’ but he adds ‘his wife’”

(WA , , ). “The Holy Spirit praises the natural feelings” (WA
, , ). None of these sayings by Luther make use of any form
of the word inspirare but all of them express the reality of inspira-
tion. The Holy Spirit here is the one coming forward, speaking in
the texts, and he chooses special words and expressions in order to
more clearly express his meaning. We thus face the expression so
detested by Ruokanen—verbal inspiration in the literal meaning of
the word. This verbal inspiration, which is so clearly, so emphati-
cally and so accessibly described, is in no way, according to
Ruokanen’s self-willed pattern for the extension of revelation,
limited to soteriological or christological sayings, to the gospel.
The quotations above all speak of the sphere of the law or the
commandments, in this case, primarily about matrimony. So
Ruokanen shows himself on every point and in every aspect unre-
liable as a Luther commentator.

Ruokanen dwells on the fact that in an Epiphany sermon in
the Church Postil Luther brings out the oral character of the New
Testament message, and that Christ has not given any command to
write down the gospel. Ruokanen overlooks the fact that Luther
here speaks about the sermon as a means of grace and about its
precedence in the mediation of salvation, not about inspiration.
One may put it like this: According to Luther, Christ has certainly
not commanded the writing down of the gospel, but on the other
hand, the Holy Spirit has taken care of that writing down. Ruoka-
nen points to the fact that according to Luther the writing down is
an enforced necessity, but he also ought to show how, e.g., St. Paul
is said to have written his epistles “only that he should keep what
he had previously taught” (WA ::, , f.). Even if the oral
preaching was more abundant, its content is being preserved by the
epistles, and no difference as regards the contents between the two
forms of apostolic message is expressed. In this connection, one
should look at Luther’s concluding words in that part of the
Church Postil, that if only Scripture is left, his own exposition may
well perish.

Ruokanen returns to his assertion that Luther does not call the
written form of the gospel inspired (p. ). This is not true in any
sense whatsoever. Even the very formulation is to be found: “That
only Holy Scripture can do inspired and taught by God Himself”
(WA , , ff.). More important than the word “inspire” is, of
course, the reality behind it, to which Ruokanen in such a remark-
able way closes his mind. The reviewer here wants to point to the
fact that Luther’s Bible editions, in this case those of -, have
illustrations that show the Evangelists writing their gospels with all
the signs of inspiration clearly indicated. St. Matthew with a pencil
in his hand over the gospel manuscript is overshadowed by the
Holy Spirit in the shape of a dove. An angel, the symbol of the
evangelist, leans over the desk and points to a page in the manu-
script. Naturally the evangelist’s head is surrounded by a halo. That
applies also to St. Mark, who is pictured at his desk, the Holy Spirit
in the shape of a dove hovering over him. From the mandorle,
which surrounds the dove, rays of light proceed, illuminating the
evangelist and his writing desk. St. Luke, crowned by a halo, is pic-
tured writing, receiving a revelation of Christ; the crucified Lord
appears through the window. St. John with a halo beholds the
heavenly Lord; the picture shows the vision at Patmos. The
vignettes of the epistles show St. Peter and St. Paul with halos. As a
background, one should consider WA B , lxxxvii, where a proof-
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reader in the printing house where the Luther Bible was printed, is
quoted: “Luther has partly indicated the figures in the Wittenberg
Bible himself, how they should be drawn or painted, and has
ordered that one in a very simple way should paint and draw the
content of the text, and he did not want to suffer that one should
jot down something unnecessary and needless, which did not serve
the text” (cf. also Hans Volz’s edition of D. Martin Luther: Die
gantze Heilige Schrifft Deudsch, Munich, , Preface, p. ). Thus
there is a reasonable cause for seeing those illustrations as a refuta-
tion of Ruokanen’s thesis.

Yet Ruokanen is of another opinion on Luther’s view of the
Bible than the one held by the illustrators of Luther’s Bible. If those
latter had been able to learn the truth propagated by Ruokanen, a
very plain and profane picture would have disfigured these edi-
tions. For according to Ruokanen the truth is that “the Gospels are
comparable to any history writing and need no special concept of
inspiration” (p. ). In favor of this idea, the author invokes a pref-
ace to the Church Postil, where Luther says that the Gospels “are
nothing else than a speech or story about Christ, exactly as it hap-
pens among men that one writes a book about a king . . . which can
be described in many ways, some in a more lengthy way, others in
a shorter one” (WA ::, , f.). Ruokanen thus understands that
Luther here has declared that the Gospels are products of the same
kind as profane literature. Once more Ruokanen has disregarded
the context of Luther’s words. What are common to the Gospels
and human historiography, according to Luther, are not mistakes
and deficiencies, but the possibility of expressing the same circum-
stances in different ways, more explicitly or more condensed “in
many ways.” For Luther here wants to bring out the epistles of St.
Paul and St. Peter as equal to the four Gospels, the apostolic letters
having been unduly regarded as mere “additions” (WA ::, , )
to the writings of the evangelists. For this reason Luther stresses
that the epistles, as also Acts, are a Gospel, “although they do not
tell all the deeds and words of Christ but contain one thing shorter
and less than the other” (WA ::, , ff.). Here is the parallel to
the biography of temporal lords, which can be done more shortly
or more elaborately. Nothing else is said in this Luther text, espe-
cially not what Ruokanen believes to have found.

To give the reader a correct picture of Ruokanen’s survey it
should be pointed out that when he is sometimes forced to the con-
cession that “Luther boldly says that the Scriptures are ‘the written
word of God’” (p. ), that assertion does not imply any revocation
of earlier positions, but is an argumentation, reminiscent of Barth,
where the statement gets the complementary addition: “. . . fully in
accordance with the sound doctrine of incarnation and the theology
of the cross.” This means nothing else than that behind the human,
erroneous word a perfect truth hides according to the pattern “the
sign does not agree with the things signified” (p. ). The human
nature of Jesus (“sound doctrine of incarnation”) is thus supposed
to be in a state of tension in its relationship to the divine nature.
This christology is not that of Luther, and neither is the doctrine on
Scripture that is developed accordingly. The christology that must
have been in Ruokanen’s mind is rather that of Zwingli, whose
watchword is that “alloeosis” about which the confessions of the
Evangelical Lutheran Church say: “. . . the blasphemous alloeosis of
Zwingli, who taught that one nature must be taken and understood
for the other. Luther called this the devil’s mask and damned it to

the depths of hell” (FC SD VIII, , Tappert, p. ). Through an
“alloeosis” one can formally confirm but materially deny the identi-
ty between Scripture and the word of God. That piece of artistry
cannot, however, be executed by invoking Luther.

Under the heading “The differentiated value of the biblical
texts” Ruokanen develops more closely his distinction between the
divine doctrine and its variable textual expressions (p. ). Here we
face a traditional polemic, which wants to show that Luther has a
canon within the canon, whereby valuable parts are separated from
those less valuable according to Luther. Ruokanen stands on this
point in a broad tradition of Luther research, and his errors, for
errors they are indeed, are shared by many. On the other hand, this
implies that when Ruokanen writes: “The dialectic of Luther has per-
plexed the Luther researchers” (p. ), he exaggerates the unique
position of his own interpretation. The dialectic about which Ruoka-
nen speaks is, under different designations, a well-known phenome-
non within the theological, liberal tradition of research, in which
Ruokanen is an insignificant link. Thereby it should not be denied
that Ruokanen on other points has produced quite unique scholarly
results without parallel among other scholars.

First comes (this reviewer feels tempted to write “of course,”
because the show is old and rather boring) Luther’s treatment of
St. James’ epistle, which is supposed to prove that “the true apos-
tolic doctrine, not the person of the proclaimer, is the ultimate cri-
terion of apostolicity” (p. ). Ruokanen thereby overlooks what
Luther writes in his preface to this writing—that it was rejected by
the ancient church, and thus lacks documentation as apostolic. In
addition to this fundamental, historical fact Luther adduces two
reasons: that the epistle contradicts St. Paul and other biblical writ-
ings, and that it does not give prominence to Christ, which is “the
ministry of a real apostle” (WA B , , ). Real apostles urge
Christ. “What does not teach Christ, that is neither apostolic, even
if St. Peter and St. Paul taught so. On the other hand, what preach-
es Christ that would be apostolic, even if Judas, Annas, Pilate and
Herod did so” (WA B , , ff.). Thus Luther has, by way of

introduction, laid down that real apostles teach rightly. The contin-
uation cannot invalidate the premise and thus cannot imply that
an apostle teaches falsely. Luther’s words about St. Paul and Pilate
thus imply an unreal case, a hypothetical assumption of the same
type as “But though we, or an angel from heaven, preach any other
gospel unto you than that which we have preached unto you . . .”
Gal :). No more than St. Paul here concedes that he himself or St.
Gabriel could lie, can Luther here be said to deny the apostolate
that infallibility that he defends in the way that has been shown
above. To Luther, St. James’ epistle is “no apostle’s writing” (WA B
, , ), not an apostolic writing with false doctrine.
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As further proof of Luther’s indifferent attitude toward the
authority of Scripture, Ruokanen brings forward in this connec-
tion (p. , note ), among other things, where Luther in his
commentary on the letter to the Galatians says that St. Peter’s
denial and the passion of Christ are “very much mixed up with
each other” in the Gospels (WA :, ). Yet Luther merely says
here that in this context he does not worry about a harmonization.
If, on the other hand, one turns to a text where Luther has time
and place to solve this specific problem, one finds that Luther gives
a clear harmonization and solves the contradiction (WA , ,
ff.). St. Luke’s version is said to depict an earlier phase than St.
Matthew and St. Mark. Luther starts from the assumption that the
texts correctly picture a historical course of events, only that the
different accounts of the evangelists have to be put into a correct
relationship between themselves, not immediately accessible to the
reader.

Ruokanen goes so far as to let Luther in his rejection of bibli-
cal material be led by “a subjective experience of the believer.”
Luther is said to reject the book of Revelation “simply by saying: ‘I
say what I feel’” (p. ). Thereby the biblical canon would be sub-
ordinate to one’s emotions, resulting in unlimited arbitrariness.
Ruokanen conceals the fact, however, that Luther here speaks
about a writing which, according to the introduction to the non-
canonical books in Luther’s Bible, belongs to those spoken against
(antilegomenon) by the ancient church: “had earlier another reputa-
tion,” (WA B , ,  f.). This is the starting point, repeated in the
preface of  (later replaced by one definitely more affirmative
but yet with the same reservation) by the words: “Many church
fathers have in former times rejected this book too” (WA  , ,
). “I say what I feel” means only that Luther freely speaks out his
opinion in a difficult question. The words are connected with
expressions of a certain uncertainness; no one is to be bound by
Luther’s judgment. His “subjective experience” is not a decisive
criterion.

After St. James’ epistle and the Book of Revelation comes (the
reviewer wants once more to add “of course”) the book of Esther.
Luther is “especially hostile towards the book of Esther, which he
sees as a Judaic book containing a lot of paganism” (p. ).
Ruokanen here refers to Luther’s Table Talk, a source which is
unreliable: “And when he, Dr. Luther, corrected the Second Mac-
cabees and Esther, he said: I am so very much hostile to this book
and to Esther” (WA TR , , f.). This quotation is remarkable
not only in view of the unreliability of the Table Talk as a source —
all allegedly critical statements by Luther about Old Testament
books are, by the way, taken from the Table Talk (Ruokanen, p.
, note ). The quotation is also remarkable because Ruokanen
bypasses the classical example, so often displayed, of Luther’s criti-
cism of the book of Esther in On the Bondage of the Will, one of

Luther’s main works. That the will to such a quotation has not
been lacking with Ruokanen can be taken for granted. 

This reviewer here finds it urgent to hasten to help since a not
insignificant light will be thrown on Ruokanen’s less important
quotation. The oft-quoted words are usually rendered in the fol-
lowing way: “Esther merits, although they have it in the canon,
according to my opinion, more than others to be kept outside the
canon” (Cl. , ,  ff., WA , , f.); thus the words are quot-
ed in Realencyklopädie für protestantische Kirche und Theologie (rd
edition, , , ff.), although with the addition of the (non-exist-
ing) word liber before Esther. 

As an introduction to the problem one ought first of all to pay
attention to the fact that Luther is arguing against Erasmus of Rot-
terdam, who, as the reader must know, has quoted Ecclesiasticus as
a support, and who could see no reason to keep this book outside
the canon, as had been done in the Hebrew counting of the Bible
books (Cf. St L , , where Erasmus’ Diatribe is printed in a
German translation). Luther, however, sees himself entitled to
reject that writing since he, from the public debate at Leipzig in
, stuck only to the old Hebrew canon and not to the wider, so-
called Alexandrian one, which had become common during the
Middle Ages. Yet Luther accepts Ecclesiasticus for the moment to
avoid time-wasting disputes on a side-track. 

Luther cannot, however, avoid attacking Erasmus for his
undignified way of writing concerning the Hebrew canon, which
both of them accept, i.e. the one nowadays found in Protestant edi-
tions of the Bible. Erasmus, who has been accused by Luther of
being a skeptic and generally irreverent, has dared to ridicule two
canonical writings, the Book of Proverbs and the Song of Solomon,
the latter equivocally called “love song” by Erasmus. Erasmus has
compared these sacred writings with writings that only exist in the
Alexandrian canon, the so called apocrypha, which Erasmus also
rejected with the exception of Ecclesiasticus. Luther enumerates
from Erasmus’ book the apocrypha which the blasphemers have
equated with the true, sacred writings as the Book of Proverbs and
the Song of Solomon: “the two books of Esdras, Judith, the History
of Susanna, the History of [Bel and] the Dragon, Esther,” the con-
tinuation is the one quoted above, “Esther merits . . . .” We can
here quite simply establish that Luther in no way poses as a critic of
the Hebrew canon but as its wholehearted defender. The attack is
on Erasmus, whose criticism of the Hebrew canon in any of its
parts amounts to plain godlessness. It must be regarded as an
impossibility that Luther suddenly would render himself guilty of
the same thing in this connection. 

It is furthermore evident that neither Erasmus, from whom
the enumeration of the apocrypha has been fetched, nor Luther,
who has taken it over from him, can by the word “Esther” refer to
the book of Esther which is part of the Alexandrian canon and
which has gotten its place also in Luther’s edition of the Apoc-
rypha. There, Luther writes: “Here follow some pieces that we did
not want to translate into German in the Book of the prophet
Daniel and the Book of Esther, for we have pulled up such weeds,
as they do not exist in the Hebrew Daniel and Esther” (WA , ,
, ff.). It is thus quite evident that the example so often dis-
played within Luther research of Luther’s criticism of the canon
concerning the Book of Esther is a misunderstanding. Luther
speaks about the apocryphal additions to the Book of Esther.
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Thereby light has been thrown on Ruokanen’s quotation
from Table Talk (from ). Luther’s criticism, if it has been artic-
ulated, has to be directed against the apocryphal book of Esther.
This is the more credible, since at the same time another apoc-
ryphal writing is mentioned, Second Maccabees, which immedi-
ately precedes Esther in Luther’s edition of the Apocrypha. In ,
Luther went over the Apocrypha to have them printed and on such
an occasion, he could very well have made some comments of this
type.

It can also be mentioned that one Table Talk directly states the
inspired character of the Book of Esther: “Besides, the Holy Spirit
praises women. Examples are Esther, Judith, Sara” (WA TR , ,
f.). Yet it gives at the same time a good picture of how Luther
looks on the speaking of the Holy Spirit in the Scriptures.

Ruokanen furthermore lets Luther criticize the Books of Kings
“as mere Judaic calendars” (p. ), but the passage quoted (WA
TR , , f.) does not contain any criticism, only the fact that
those books are written like chronicles. Job should, according to
Luther, be merely poetry and not history, but this is a misinterpre-
tation of: “Job has not talked, as it is written, but he had such
thoughts. He does not speak so in his afflictions. The thing has,
however, happened . . . .” (WA TR , ). 

Job has thus not verbally expressed his words but has had such
thoughts in the dispute with God (tentatione). On the other hand,
Luther stresses the facticity of the Book of Job: “the thing has, how-
ever, happened.” Referring to WA TR , , ff., Ruokanen also
maintains that Luther would have ascribed a far later date to the
Book of Ecclesiastes than it assigns for itself, but Ruokanen is not
aware that the recorder of the Table Talk is likely to have confused
Ecclesiastes with Ecclesiasticus, about which book almost literally the
same dating is expressed in WA TR , . The reader can also be
referred to St L , , where examples of confusion of Ecclesiastes
and Ecclesiasticus are given. 

In his treatment of Luther’s distinction between canonical and
non-canonical writings Ruokanen disregards the fact that the dis-
tinction builds on the fact that some books lack historical testimo-
ny as coming from the inspired authors. The reader thus never
meets such formulations as “in former times had another reputa-
tion,” (WA , , , f., preface to the Epistle to the Hebrews with
comments on the non-canonical writings of the New Testament),
“rejected by the ancient fathers,” (WA B , , f., the Epistle of St.
James), “moved the ancient father to throw this epistle out of main
Scripture” (WA B ,  f., the Epistle of St. Jude), “regarded by
some ancient fathers that it is not from St. John the Apostle, as it is
said in (Eusebius’) Church History, :. In this doubt we want to
leave the matter as concerns us, thereby denying no one to regard it

as written by St. John the Apostle, or as he likes to have it” (WA B ,
,  f., concerning the Book of Revelation in the later preface of
, cf. above). Such words point to Luther’s evaluation of the
texts by means of the patristic testimony. In view of this back-
ground one cannot possibly adduce Luther’s distinction between
canonical and non-canonical books as an expression of a free eval-
uation of the kind that Ruokanen wants to attribute to the
reformer.

When Ruokanen is going to give a closer description of that
distinction, he contends that Luther would have counted among
the non-apostolic writings the Second Epistle of St. Peter, which
according to Luther would be “below the apostolic spirit” (p. ).
This is an erroneous statement. As can easily be shown, Luther
incorporates into his Bible edition the Second Epistle of St. Peter
among the true main writings with a recommending preface with-
out any reservations. Ruokanen must accordingly not have had a
Luther Bible in his hands, no more than he is likely to have seen the
illustrations of that Bible. The words “below the apostolic spirit”
are to be found in another context, not penetrated by Ruokanen.
They come from a sermon of -, where Luther, testing dif-
ferent arguments, repudiates the idea of the non-petrine prove-
nance of the epistle by the following words: “There St. Peter testi-
fies about the apostle’s [St. Paul’s] doctrine, which is a sufficient
proof that this epistle was written long after St. Paul’s epistles. And
that is one of the sayings which could convince someone to believe
that this epistle is not St. Peter’s, as there is another earlier in this
chapter that goes: ‘the Lord is not willing that any should perish,
but that all should come to repentance.’ For it goes a little below
the apostolic spirit. Yet it is to be assumed that it is nevertheless by
the apostle. For as he writes here not about faith but about charity,
he condescends, as it belongs to the ways of charity, that she conde-
scends towards one’s neighbor, as faith ascends above itself” (WA
, , ff.). The sum of the reasoning is that the apostle is regard-
ed as the author of the epistle, and that the curious way of writing
that seemed “below the apostolic spirit” gets its explanation. Noth-
ing of this comes out with Ruokanen. Neither do we learn that
Luther in the introduction to his sermons on this epistle, which
were later put together and printed, explains St. Peter to be the
author and through all his exposition has this as his starting point.

As concerns the Second Epistle of St. Peter as being extra-
canonical, Ruokanen would be far more entitled to refer to quite
another theologian, Martin Chemnitz, who also excludes the Sec-
ond and the Third Epistle of St. John. This is a very instructive fact
that shows that a rigorous, classical understanding of the verbal
inspiration, as represented by Chemnitz, is very much compatible
with a test of the authenticity of the biblical books, based on histor-
ical grounds. Thereby Ruokanen’s idea that Luther’s similar proce-
dure would be a proof of his subjective, arbitrary attitude toward
the biblical books must be regarded as invalid.

Over and above the difference between canonical books and
non-apostolic writings, which has been described above, Ruoka-
nen makes much noise of the fact that Luther in different connec-
tions has brought out certain writings within the canon as especial-
ly useful in the pastoral sense. Ruokanen goes so far as to classify
according to the following pattern: ) “the best”: John,  John,
Romans, Galatians, Ephesians,  Peter; ) “Clearly criticized”:
Hebrews,  Peter, James, Jude, Revelation; ) “Not as efficiently,
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from the point of view of their capacity to arouse salvific faith”:
Matthew, Mark, Luke, Acts,  epistles of St. Paul,  John,  John”
(Ruokanen, p. f). The third group should, of course, be enu-
merated as the second, if it ought to be distinguished from the first
one at all. 

From the point of view of inspiration, there is for Luther no
difference whatsoever; both of the groups are entirely the word of
God. The difference that exists for Luther is more or less a truism,
i.e., that some books have a greater pastoral significance. That dif-
ference must, on the other hand, have been existing for Luther also
within the writings of the first group. Evidently Romans : has
had a greater spiritual significance for Luther than Romans ,
where the apostle greets the different members of the congrega-
tion. As we have seen above concerning the lecture on Genesis,
Luther finds, however, the inspiration of the Holy Spirit also as
regards the details of everyday life, and inspiration has for Luther a
certainty equally real in every part of the letter to the Romans and
in all the writings of the New Testament.

In a concluding chapter on Luther there are some more state-
ments about the reformer, but this reviewer now must concede
that he finds it meaningless to continue his scrutiny. Ruokanen has
used up his capital of confidence, his right to be heard. This
reviewer will also leave the remaining  pages to their destiny for
the same reason. On this point it can furthermore be said that the
criticism that in that final chapter is directed against Lutheran
orthodoxy has, as a matter of fact, already been refuted. It is not, as
Ruokanen wants us to believe, Lutheran orthodoxy that has
invented verbal inspiration. It is to be found with Luther, and it is
to be found in the entire church catholic, with church fathers, doc-
tors of the church and reformers. Thereby Ruokanen’s attempt to
picture Lutheran orthodoxy as the time when something quite
new, bizarre and strange came into existence fails.

About Ruokanen’s book the reviewer wants to say two things
by way of conclusion. The first point is, quite simply, a quotation
from Pieper-Mueller, Christian Dogmatics, where the chapter on

“Luther and the inspiration of the Holy Scripture” (which should
be read by Ruokanen and many others) is concluded with the fol-
lowing words: “It is thus quite evident that the later theologians
who want to make Luther a protector of the more liberal attitude
toward Scripture, have either not at all read Luther and only copied
the collections of others of his sayings without any investigation of
their own, or, if they really have read Luther, they have not been
able to understand him, because their yearning for his protection
has been stronger than their sense for historical truth.”

Secondly, Ruokanen’s book carries the subtitle “Martin
Luther’s position in the ecumenical problem of biblical inspira-
tion.” The author has, as it has already been pointed out, evidently
written his book as part of the ecumenical dialogue that is being
conducted today. In these church political connections, the book
is, perhaps, an admission ticket to the inner circle. That is no good
testimonial for that kind of ecumenism. At the same time, Ruoka-
nen’s book is a deeply unecumenical book. Through that book, the
author has stepped out of the faith of the one, holy, catholic and
apostolic church in the wonder of verbal inspiration, in that reality
that that church confesses when in the Nicene Creed she comes to
the words: “Who spake by the Prophets.” The prophets are for that
church nothing past but precisely that word that is read from the
altar, that is Holy Scripture. That ecumenical fellowship is dis-
owned by Ruokanen, and that fellowship is the only one that inter-
ests this reviewer.  

NOTES
. See Chemnitz, Examen Concilii Tridentini, ed. Preuss, p. 

ff., trans. Kramer I: ff.; see also Enchiridion, English tr. Ministry,
Word and Sacraments, ed. Poellot, St. Louis, , p. ,  with a
schedule of chart between the different books.

. Quoted here in a translation from the Swedish edition, Kris-
ten dogmatik, Upsala, , p. f.
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